Résumé. 2014 On montre que les contributions scalaires à l'énergie élastique induites par la contrainte et 
Introduction.
In discussions of elasticity it is usually assumed that only the linear part of the (symmetric) strain tensor need be considered in the elastic energy. This is equivalent to the assumption that the harmonic elastic energy in terms of the particle displacements is explicitly invariant under rigid rotations. This is however not strictly correct. In a strained material one has an additional contribution to the same order in the ui which is scalar in the relative displacements and therefore not explicitly invariant under rigid rotations This corresponds to the interaction of internal stresses with the quadratic terms in the local strain [1] (*) Permanent and present address.
where summation over repeated indices is implied. While this result goes back to Cauchy [2] it is not usually emphasized, and it is customary to make the Cauchy assumption that internal stresses can be neglected. It is of course well known that all real materials have internal stresses. Their contribution to the elastic properties is usually small and the isotopic elasticity they induce can be neglected.
The purpose of this note is to show that this assumption is not justified when one is trying to relate the elastic properties of amorphous materials to microscopic models. One actually expects the stress induced scalar elastic energy to be large and even dominant in many cases.
The fundamental reason for this difference is that the shear rigidity of amorphous materials is very often due to a tenuous, weakly bound, network which is superimposed on a « liquid » responsible for the compressibility. The entropy and interactions responsible for the mechanical properties of the liquid cannot be described by the rigid net responsible for shear rigidity. This is certainly true for polymeric materials, like rubbers and gels, but also we believe for most glasses near the glass point One result of this is that internal strains become large. As a result the scalar force constants (Aij Eq. (2) ) become comparable to the rotationally invariant ones -at the microscopic level. A Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:0198400450120193900 manifestation of this is the fact that standard theories of rubber elasticity [3] give a purely sca lar elastic energy which does not even contain the standard rotationally invariant terms. A second reason, which is independent but certainly related to the above on a deeper level, involves scaling considerations. For a tenuously connected net one needs some renormalization or coarse graining procedure to connect the microscopic properties to macroscopic, large scale, averages. Recent investigations of this scaling behaviour on the Sierpinski gasket [4] [5] and on percolation clusters [6] [7] showed that the rotationally invariant force constants are irrelevant under scaling when scalar terms are present [8] . We shall argue that this is a much more general phenomenon and probably applies to all sufficiently tenuous structures.
This has several implications. One is that it justifies de Gennes [9, 10] conjecture that the shear modulus of gels should scale with conductivity indices. It also justifies the use of the diffusion index (0) [11] and the fracton dimension [12] in describing the localization and the density of states of amorphous materials [12] [13] [14] [15] . In this work [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] rotational invariance was ignored. The results of references [4] [5] [6] [7] show that this is not necessarily justified. For rotationally invariant elasticity both indices would be different and the scaling behaviour of the modes seems to become more complex. There is also an important conceptual advantage because the liquid like compressibility, pressure, and entropic contributions enter in a natural way into the determination of internal stresses and therefore into the determination of the shear modulus.
In section 2 we show explicitly how the isotropic terms in the elastic energy arise from the expansion of the rotationally invariant total energy. We discuss the continuum approximation and rotational invariance. While there are no really new results in this section the emphasis is different than in standard texts on elasticity.
For rigidly bound solid materials the scalar elastic terms are usually small. In section 3 we show that they should be large for weakly bound materials when the shear modulus is much smaller than the bulk modulus. We discuss rubbers, where the scalar terms are dominant and the implications for gels and glasses.
In section 4 we discuss the scaling results of references [4] [5] [6] [7] . We show that they imply that scalar elasticity is always dominant when renormalization is important. We (6) and (7) together represent the change in the separation between i and j (6r;; Eq. (9)). For a rigid rotation Rij is not changed (ðrij = 0) and the sum of the coefficients must vanish. To see this one has to go beyond equation (8) The second term on the right hand side of equation (8a) gives a contribution to E (Eq. (6) [7] . Both [4] [5] [6] [7] . For self similar fractal geometries it shows up in that the rotationally invariant force constants are found to be irrelevant under scale transformations compared to the scalar terms. Self similarity is however not really essential for the argument though it obviously facilitates the calculation.
Quite generally equation (1) [5] find the scaling relationships :
The isotropic constant scales like the conductivity and therefore [18] Thus for the mechanical properties of a large gasket Ka is always irrelevant and Kc is also irrelevant when there is a finite scalar contribution. We discuss these results in some more detail in the Appendix.
A similar situation is of course well known for the conformation of (linear or branched) polymers [19] where both the short range angular forces and the n.n. mechanical force constants play no role in determining the mechanical properties of a long chain. From the ends such a chain looks like a flexible chain of rigid beads.
Feng and Sen [6] investigated the appearance of a shear modulus above the percolation threshold for a nearest neighbour central force model on the triangular and fcc lattices. Their numerical results give an index (Uk) for the shear modulus which is about twice that of the conductivity (p) Using standard scaling arguments [11] 
